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On April 24, national constitutional assembly delegates voted in favor of abolishing the death
penalty, in place since the beginning of the century. Article 4 reads, "The right to life is inherent
to the human person. Its protection, in general, is guaranteed from conception. The death penalty
is abolished." Church representatives protested the inclusion of the phrase, "in general," which
they fear will be used to justify abortion. On April 29, the assembly approved reforms described
by critics as restrictions on freedom of speech and the press. Radio and television frequencies
were declared property of the government. Next, media coverage of court trials was limited, and
citizens were guaranteed the "right to receive true, responsible and even-handed information."
The new constitution will also protect mass media from being closed down by the government.
Article 32 guarantees the "inviolability of personal and familial intimacy and private life," and "the
protection of the intimacy, dignity and private image of individuals." Asuncion newspapers ran
the following headlines: "The press is in mourning," "Research and information channels reduced
to the minimum," "Politicians have created a protective umbrella for their future actions," and
"They curtailed freedom of the press." On May 3, Deputy Juan Villamayor said the constitutional
article concerning freedom of speech and the press is so "confusing and ambiguous, [it] will require
regulatory legislation in order to be applied effectively," thus allowing the state to "stick its hand
into the business of the media." On May 13, opposition party participants at the constitutional
assembly walked out to protest the ruling Colorado Party's decision to approve without further
debate an article prohibiting Paraguayans residing abroad from voting. Members of the ruling
party which controls 122 of the 198 seats at the convention acknowledged fears that approximately
500,000 Paraguayans residing abroad would support opposition parties in the 1993 elections. Most
expatriates live in Argentina, Brazil and the US. (Sources: Notimex, 05/03/92, 05/04/92; Agence
France-Presse, 04/24/92, 04/29/92, 05/13/92)
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